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S U M M A R Y 

The joint ESA/NASA Mass-change And Geosciences International Constellation (MAGIC) 
has the objective to extend time-series from previous gravity missions, including an improve- 
ment of accuracy and spatio-temporal resolution. The long-term monitoring of Earth’s gravity 

field carries information on mass change induced by water cycle, climate change and mass 
transport processes between atmosphere, cryosphere, oceans and solid Earth. MAGIC will 
be composed of two satellite pairs flying in different orbit planes. The NASA/DLR-led first 
pair (P1) is expected to be in a near-polar orbit around 500 km of altitude; while the second 

ESA-led pair (P2) is expected to be in an inclined orbit of 65 

◦–70 

◦ at approximately 400 km 

altitude. The ESA-led pair P2 Next Generation Gravity Mission shall be launched after P1 

in a staggered manner to form the MAGIC constellation. The addition of an inclined pair 
shall lead to reduction of temporal aliasing effects and consequently of reliance on de-aliasing 

models and post-processing. The main novelty of the MAGIC constellation is the delivery of 
mass-change products at higher spatial resolution, temporal (i.e. subweekly) resolution, shorter 
latency and higher accuracy than the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) 
and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO). This will pave the 
w ay to ne w science applications and operational services. In this paper, an overview of various 
fields of science and service applications for hydrolo gy, cryosphere, oceano graphy, solid Earth, 
climate change and geodesy is provided. These thematic fields and ne wl y enabled applica- 
tions and services were analysed in the frame of the initial ESA Science Support activities 
for MAGIC. The analyses of MAGIC scenarios for different application areas in the field of 
geosciences confirmed that the double-pair configuration will significantly enlarge the number 
of observable mass-change phenomena by resolving smaller spatial scales with an uncertainty 

that satisfies evolved user requirements expressed by international bodies such as IUGG. The 
required uncertainty levels of dedicated thematic fields met by MAGIC unfiltered Level-2 

products will benefit hydrological applications by recovering more than 90 per cent of the ma- 
jor river basins worldwide at 260 km spatial resolution, cryosphere applications by enabling 

mass change signal separation in the interior of Greenland from those in the coastal zones and 

by resolving small-scale mass variability in challenging regions such as the Antarctic Penin- 
sula, oceanography applications by monitoring meridional over tur ning circulation changes 
on timescales of years and decades, climate applications by detecting amplitude and phase 
changes of Terrestrial Water Storage after 30 yr in 64 and 56 per cent of the global land areas 
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and solid Earth applications by lowering the Earthquake detection threshold from magnitude 
8.8 to magnitude 7.4 with spatial resolution increased to 333 km. 

Key words: Global change from geodesy; Satellite gravity; Time variable gravity; Glaciol- 
o gy; Hydrolo gy; Earthquake dynamics. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ontinuity and evolution of gravity missions to observe mass
hange is foreseen around the turn of this decade in order to meet
riority user needs not addressed by the existing and planned satel-
ite infrastructure. The global scientific user community has been
ontinuously addressing the need for enhanced and sustained mass-
hange monitoring from space, via bodies such as the Global Geode-
ic Observing System, International Association of Geodesy and the
nternational Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) (IUGG
015 Resolution no. 2 2015 ), (IUGG 2023 Resolution no. 2, 2023 ).
redecessor gravity missions like the Challenging Minisatellite Pay-

oad (CHAMP) (Reigber et al. 2002 ), Gravity Recovery and Cli-
ate Experiment (GRACE) (Tapley et al. 2004 ), Gravity Field and

teady-state Ocean Circulation (GOCE) (Drinkwater et al. 2003 )
nd GRA CE Follo w-On (Landerer et al. 2020 ) have revolutionize
ur understanding of the global static and temporal varying grav-
ty field and the related monitoring of mass transport processes, but
lso showed limitation regarding the achie v able spatial and temporal
esolution of resulting gravity field product, for example, Thomas
t al. (2017 ), Rodell et al. ( 2018 ), Cazenave et al. ( 2019 ), Wouters
t al. ( 2019 ) and Cirac ̀ı et al. ( 2020 ). 

A new mission to improve the monitoring of hydrology,
r yosphere, oceanog raphy, solid Ear th and climate change is there-
ore strongly anticipated. This evolution will provide enhanced con-
inuity of science and services with respect to improving upon cur-
ent capabilities and enabling novel science, applications and ser-
ices. Achieving accurate purely satellite-based solutions on daily
o weekly timescales was not possible with the previous generation
f gravity missions. Indeed, at the moment this is onl y achie v-
ble in combination with models (Croteau et al. 2020 ). The Mass-
hange And Geosciences International Constellation (MAGIC), a
ollaboration between the European Space Agency (ESA) and the
ational Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) initiated

ver a decade ago, aims at fulfilling this new objective to improve
urrent models and monitoring and in particular to introduce the ca-
ability to monitor and forecast extreme events like floods, droughts
nd other natural hazards. 

The European Next-Generation Gravity Mission (NGGM), part
f MAGIC, is currently in its Phase A Extension as first Mission
f Opportunity in the ESA’s FutureEO Programme. In the frame
f the international cooperation, ESA and NASA have coordinated
tudies on gravity constellations to optimize the retrie v al of mass
hange and transport in the Earth system. The new high spatio-
emporal resolutions enable novel applications with the possibility
o achieve shor t-ter m (or fast-track) gravity products in a subweekly
asis. The collaboration aims at fulfilling the needs of international
sers communities, which are well expressed in the IUGG report
rom 2015 (Pail et al. 2015 ). The ESA/NASA Ad-hoc Joint Sci-
nce Study Team contributed to the consolidation of mission re-
uirements of the joint ESA/NASA MAGIC Mission Requirements
ocument (MRD, Haagmans & Tsaoussi 2020 ), where recommen-
ations from the 2015 IUGG report (Pail et al. 2015 ) and the 2017
S Decadal Surv e y (Decadal Surv e y, 2017 ) were adopted. Further
ecommendations based on previous work and studies (e.g. Bender
t al. 2008 ; Iran Pour et al. 2015 ; Pail et al. 2019 ; Purkhauser et al.
020 ), N ASA/ESA Interagency Gra vity Science Working Group
Visser et al. 2016 ) and the latest advances in satellite g ravimetr y
ere also incorporated in the MAGIC MRD. 
The first pair (P1) of the MAGIC Constellation will be imple-

ented via a NASA/German Aerospace Center (DLR) fast-paced
ooperation to ensure continuity of observations. The second pair
P2) will be implemented by ESA, possibly with some NASA
ontributions. A staggered launch approach for the two satellite
airs should provide at least 4 yr of combined operations for
AGIC (Haagmans & Tsaoussi 2020 ). On NASA side, a Phase
 study was initiated in 2023 March. On ESA side, since 2020

he NGGM/MAGIC concept is investigated in two parallel indus-
rial Phase A studies complemented by a science support study
ttps://www.asg.ed.tum.de/en/iapg/magic/ . In the frame of the lat-
er, several potential architectures and mission scenarios were inves-
igated and numerically simulated to maximize the MAGIC’s scien-
ific return. The Bender-type double-pair mission concept (Bender
t al. , 2008 ) and single/multiple pendulum configurations (Elsaka
t al. 2013 ) were simulated in great depth. In these simulations, real-
stic error assumptions regarding the key payload products, in close
nteraction with the two parallel industry studies, were also imple-
ented. In the frame of the science support activities for MAGIC,
ethodological improvements of processing strategies, optimum

reatment of long-term signals and tailored post-processing tech-
iques were also analysed (Abrykosov et al. 2021 , 2022 ; Heller-
aikov et al. 2023 ). The resulting simulations provided a clear

verview on mission performance and scientific improvements en-
bled by MAGIC. Beyond the description of simulations setup
nd their improvement, which is available in Heller-Kaikov et al.
 2023 ), this paper summarizes the initial results and recommen-
ations from the ESA science study, and focuses on the scientific
pplications and the improvements expected to be achieved with
AGIC. 
A brief introduction on analysed constellation scenarios and

dopted methodology is given in Sections 2 and 3 , respectively. In
ection 4 , the main results and comparisons with the MAGIC MRD
equirements are shown and discussed. Section 5 presents the sci-
ntific impact and applications over a set of specific thematic fields:
ydrolo gy, cryosphere, oceano graphy, solid Earth, climate-change
nd geodesy. Conclusions and recommendations for ongoing and
uture work are finally provided in Section 6 . It should be noted that,
s result of technical and programmatic constraints, the current as-
umption for the MAGIC orbits is somewhat different than the cases
resented in this paper and ongoing studies address such orbit con-
guration. Ho wever , the results presented are fully applicable but
or minor aspects that will be described in later publications. 

 C O N S T E L L AT I O N  S C E NA R I O S  

n the ESA Science Support study, the analysed orbits are based
n the original candidate orbits provided in Massotti et al. ( 2021 )
nd on a few additional scenarios which will be discussed here-

https://www.asg.ed.tum.de/en/iapg/magic/
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after. The main attention is often focused on the so-called 3d H 

scenario, which is defined by a polar pair at 463 km mean altitude 
and 89 ◦ inclination, and a second pair at 432 km mean altitude 
and 70 ◦ inclination. The full list of analysed orbits is available in 
Appendix A . To study the impact of different periods of near re- 
peat orbits, or subcycles, and the influence of a change of altitude, 
several scenarios were defined. Beyond the Bender configurations, 
a few Sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) and pendulum concepts were 
also introduced. For all satellite pairs, the nominal intersatellite dis- 
tance (ISD) baseline length is set to 220 km. For the scenarios 3d H 

and 5d LL additional satellite tandems were analysed, including in- 
line tandems with a baseline length of 100, 150 and 180 km, and 
pendulum pairs with angles of 15 ◦, 30 ◦ and 45 ◦. 

Several potential mission architectures were investigated to nar- 
ro w do wn the trade space of the constellation, especially to provide 
feedback to the parallel Phase A system industry studies, and to 
identify an optimum set-up regarding science return, technical fea- 
sibility and costs. 

3  M E T H O D O L O G Y  

The numerical closed-loop simulations performed to e v aluate the 
compliance of various mission architectures to the given user re- 
quirements and their impact on applications are based on the full- 
scale gravity simulation software at the Institute of Astronomical 
and Physical Geodesy (IAPG), which is described in detail in Daras 
et al. ( 2015 ) and Daras ( 2016 ). The set-up of these simulations 
is described in detail in Heller-Kaikov et al. ( 2023 ) as summarized 
briefly in what follows. As a first step, orbits of the involved satellites 
are computed at a sampling rate of 5 s. The orbit scenarios under- 
lying the simulations are summarized in the Table A1 in Appendix 
A . All orbits have specific subcycles: after a pre-defined period of 
time, the satellites come close to their initial (Earth-fixed) position, 
with a longitudinal shift as specified in the table, thus generating 
a homogeneous ground-track pattern within a given subcycle. All 
simulations refer to the period of time starting at 2002 January 1. 
Depending on the specific anal ysis, monthl y (31 d), weekly (7 d) 
or shor t-ter m (3 d) solutions are computed. Normal equations are 
assembled and solved up to a maximum spherical harmonic (SH) 
degree/order (d/o) of 120, 100 or 70, depending on the retrie v al 
period. 

Regarding force (background) models in the closed-loop simu- 
lation, we distinguish between models used for forward modelling 
(‘true world’), that is, computation of the orbits and simulation of 
the observations, and the gravity retrie v al (‘reference world’), that 
is, set-up of observation equations and observation residuals. For 
the forward modelling, the ocean tide model EOT11a (Savcenko 
& Bosch 2012 ) and the full atmosphere, ocean, hydrology, ice and 
solid Earth (AOHIS) signal given by the updated Earth System 

Model of ESA (Dobslaw et al. 2015 ) are used. For the computa- 
tion of reference observations, the ocean tide model GOT4.7 (Ray 
2008 ) is applied, meaning that we use the difference of the two 
ocean tide models EOT11a and GOT4.7 as a measure for the ocean 
tide background model error. In the case of the nominal processing 
scheme, the atmosphere and ocean (AO)-de-aliasing product and 
the cor responding er ror estimates (Dobslaw et al. 2016 ) are used in 
the inversion, such that −"Hydrology, Ice and Solid Earth −" HIS 

signals are retrieved. In both forward and backward modelling, the 
static gravity field model GOCO05s (May er -G ürr et al. 2015 ) is 
used, assuming that it is perfectly known. All background models 
extend up to d/o 120. 
From the simulated orbits, synthetic High-Low (HL) and Low- 
Low (LL) Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (SST) observations and 
residual observations are computed, using reference force models as 
described above. Product-noise models of the key instruments, laser 
ranging interferometer, accelerometers (ACC) and Global Navi- 
gation Satellite Systems (GNSS) receiver are superimposed (their 
models are assumed to include the effects of all the interactions 
with the satellite, e.g. those with estimation and control systems 
for attitude and thermal stabilization). These noise models are de- 
fined by Heller-Kaikov et al. ( 2023 , ch. 2.1.2). The SH coefficients 
are retrieved by means of a standard least-squares parameter ad- 
justment based on a Gauss–Markov model. The stochastic model 
is derived from pre-fit residuals of product-only noise simulations. 
Therefore, it is composed only of instrument errors and does not 
contain modelled temporal aliasing effects. The retrieval error � x 
= x − x HIS characterizing the gravity retrie v al performance of the 
considered simulated mission setup is computed as difference of 
the retrie ved SH coef ficients x and the SH coefficients x HIS of the 
underlying ‘true’ mean HIS signal of the respective period of time. 
In order to visualize and compare the global retrie v al performance 
of several scenarios, we compute the degree amplitudes of their 
retrie v al errors � c nm and � s nm in units of equi v alent w ater height 
(EWH, Wahr et al. 1998 ) according to 

σ ( n ) = 

aρe 

3 ρw 

2 n + 1 

1 + k n 

√ √ √ √ 

n ∑ 

m = 0 

(
�c 2 nm 

+ �s 2 nm 

)
, (1) 

where a is the semimajor axis of the Earth ellipsoid, ρe the mean 
density of Earth, ρw the density of water, k n are the Love numbers 
and n and m represent the SH degree and order. 

Detailed numerical studies have shown that the resulting perfor- 
mance scales with the retrie v al period, respecti vel y, the number of 
underl ying observ ations N according to the Gaussian error propa- 
gation rule of 

√ 

N . This does not only hold for product-only error 
cases including system measurement errors only, but also for the 
full-noise cases including also temporal aliasing errors (Pail et al. 
2022 ). 

4  R E S U LT S  A N D  M AT C H  A G A I N S T  

M A G I C  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  

Fig. 1 shows a perfor mance over view of the different constellation 
designs for a recovery period of 31 d as defined in Table A1 of 
Appendix A. These results, which are mainly based on the 3d H 

scenario including realistic error models for the key instruments 
and tidal and non-tidal background model errors ( cf . Section 3 ), 
clearly demonstrate the superior performance of Bender double- 
pair mission concepts over all other potential constellations, such 
as single-pair inline, SSO, or pendulum architectures. In case where 
the results include all error sources are labelled as ‘full noise’, 
whereas in case tidal and non-tidal background model errors are 
omitted they are labelled as ‘product-only’ solutions. 

At this point it is to mention that following the approach from 

ESA NGGM and MAGIC MRD documents (Haagmans & Tsaoussi 
2020 ), we use in this study unfiltered solutions as a performance 
metric. Any post-processing option would affect the mission per- 
formance in a different manner (different handling of omission and 
commission error, different leakage and smoothing effects, different 
signal dampening effects). Therefore, we consider the use of unfil- 
tered solutions as the most unambiguous strategy. It is evident, that 
the difference between a single- and a double-pair solution will be 
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mean HIS signal
in-line single pair (G)
in-line single pair (N)
pend. 15° (G)
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MARVEL 3 sat.
Bender: pol. (G), incl. (N)
Bender: both pend. (G/N)
pol. + sun-sync. (G/N)
Bender: incl. low (G/N)
Bender: pol. + incl. low (N/N)

Figure 1. Degree error amplitudes of 31-d full-noise solutions from various mission constellations. ‘G’ means ‘SuperStar’ (GRACE-type) and N ‘MicroStar’ 
(NGGM/MA GIC-type) A CC performance. The numbers ‘15 ◦’ and ‘30 ◦’ refer to the opening angle of the pendulum formation. 
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argest for unfiltered solutions, because any type of filtering will at-
enuate the advantage of double pairs regarding their increased spa-
ial and temporal resolution and their intrinsic improved de-aliasing
apabilities. Impact studies based on post-processed solution s were
erformed, for example, by Hauk & Wiese ( 2020 ) and Wiese et al.
 2022 ). 

On top of pre viousl y mentioned benefits of flying in a Bender
onstellation, the altitude remains the main performance driver. In
ddition, in a double-pair scenario, the relative contribution of the
nclined pair to the total performance is more than 90 per cent
n the areas covered by both pairs (Pail et al. 2022 ; Zhou et al.
021 ). Therefore, a low altitude together with high-performance
nstrumentation of the inclined pair is absolutely essential (Pail
t al. 2022 ). The Science Support Study in the MAGIC Phase A
as also analysed different ISD choices between satellites of the
ame pair. This distance represents a compromise between sensitiv-
ty (which improves with a longer distance) and spatial resolution
which degrades with greater distances). Based on performed sim-
lations (Pail et al. 2022 ), ISD has an optimum for a distance of
00–250 km. For this reason, it is recommended for each pair to fly
ith in-line formations separated by 220 km, similar as realized on
RACE and GRACE-FO. 
The simulated Level-2 gravity solutions demonstrate a pro-

ounced gain using a double pair with respect to single pair GRACE-
ype scenarios, as notable in Fig. 2 , showing the improvement ratios
ith respect to single pair. The greatest improvement can be seen

or the ‘LL’ scenario (5d LL, also labelled as ‘Bender: pol. + incl.
ow ( N / N )’). This comes as an outcome of the altitude choice being
he lowest among the represented architectures. Above SH degree
0–50, for most of the alternativ e scenarios, improv ements can go
eyond 10 times higher than single-pair GRACE-type configura-
ions or high-altitudes scenarios. In the coefficient band around SH
egree 80, where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is close to one for
wo-pair constellations, the improvements are around 30 for Ben-
er in-line scenario 3d H compared to single-pair GRACE-type
onfigurations. 
The Level-2 mission performance of different architectures is
ompared against user requirements summarized in the MAGIC
RD (Haagmans & Tsaoussi 2020 ). Fig. 3 depicts the cumulative
MS curves for monthly full-noise solutions, w hile F ig. 4 for the
roduct-only solutions. The product-only case includes the contri-
ution of the measurement system error, which is defined as the
ncertainty of Level-2 gravity field products solely resulting from
atellite instrument inaccuracies and their coupling effects at satel-
ite (or constellation) level but excluding all other effects (e.g. tidal,
nd non-tidal aliasing errors). The full-noise case includes the total
ffect of all error sources, including tidal and non-tidal aliasing er-
ors. In Figs 3 and 4 , the MAGIC MRD threshold and target Level-2
ime-var ying g ravity field product requirements are also plotted. It
s worth to note that these requirements are adopted from the IUGG
eport (Pail et al. 2015 ), with the remark that this reports defines user
eeds that can be fulfilled by post-processed (e.g. filtered) solutions.
he IUGG user requirements are partially based on simulations with

ather optimistic assumptions on AO background model errors, be-
ause only stochastic errors, but no deterministic (signal-related)
rror components were assumed. To obtain a more realistic assess-
ent of the fulfillment of requirements, it would be also necessary

o filter the solutions, which would reduce the cumulative errors.
s defined above, this paper follows the approach from Haagmans
 Tsaoussi ( 2020 ) in which the user requirements are answered by
ission performance at Level-2 which guarantees consistent trace-

bility to the user needs being as close as possible to the geophysical
ignal of interest, with the possibility of further satisfying user needs
ia higher level post-processed products. Therefore, the IUGG user
equirements comparison against the MAGIC performance can be
onsidered as conserv ati ve. In Figs 3 and 4 , and in similar compar-
sons in this paper, post-processing was not applied in order to avoid
lterations introduced by filters, which could make the comparison
ifficult to interpret afterwards. The mentioned points here above
xplain the breach of threshold requirements at low-to-medium SH
egrees of the full-noise case in Fig. 3 . The comparison of the cu-
ulative errors with the IUGG requirements shows that in order to

art/ggad472_f1.eps
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Bender: pol. (G), incl. (N)
Bender: pol. (N), incl. (N)
Bender: pol. pend. 15° (G/N)
Bender: incl. pend. 15° (G/N)
Bender: both pend. 15° (G/N)
pol. + sun-sync (G/N)
Bender: pol. + incl. low (N/N), 5d_LL
Bender: incl. low (G/N), 5d_LH
in-line single pair (G)
in-line single pair (N)
pend. 15° (G)
pend. 30° (G)
Bender: high orbits (G/N), 5d_H
Bender: high orbits (N/N), 5d_H
Bender: medium-high orbits (G/N), 7d_M
Bender: medium-high orbits (N/N), 7d_M

Figure 2. Ratio of the cumulative error curve of the GRACE-type single-pair and other full-noise simulated scenarios for a recovery period of 31 d. ‘High 
orbits’ and ‘medium-high orbits’ refer to 5d H and 7d M scenarios, respecti vel y. The Bender scenario with both low altitude polar and inclined pairs refer to 
5d LL, while the double pair with low inclined pair consists of 5d LH. The ‘15’ and ‘30’ numbers refer to the opening angle of the pendulum formation, the 
lett ér ‘G’ or ‘N’ refers to the GRACE-like and NGGM-like ACC noise assumptions. More details about orbit scenarios are available in Appendix A . 
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Bender: pol. pend. 15° (G/N)
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Bender: both pend. 15° (G/N)
pol. + sun-sync (G/N)
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in-line single pair (G)
in-line single pair (N)
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Bender: medium-high orbits (G/N), 7d_M
Bender: medium-high orbits (N/N), 7d_M
IUGG Threshold
IUGG Target

Figure 3. Cumulative RMS curves for the 31-d d/o 120 full-noise nominal simulation results, compared to the IUGG threshold and target requirements. For 
each individual scenario, the mean curve of the cumulative RMS curves of two subsequent 31-d solutions is shown. 
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meet threshold requirements and approach target requirements, a 
double-pair mission is required. The uncertainties of the single-pair 
and pendulum formations are too high to meet such requirements. 
The altitude turns out to have a particular influence especially for 
the performance at mid-to-high SH degrees. The scenarios using 
the 5d H orbits (which have the highest satellite altitudes) per- 
form poorly compared to 3d H scenarios. The best performance is 
achie ved b y 7d M and 5d LL scenarios, which are characterized by 
lo w orbit altitudes. P endulum formations do not provide a perfor- 
mance improvement with respect to the Bender constellations, and, 
moreov er, the y introduce a higher system complexity. Bender sce- 
narios turned out to enable a rele v ant leap in performance compared 
to all other scenarios and to provide mission performance which sat- 
isfies the MAGIC MRD requirements except in the low-to-medium 

degrees. 
Even if Figs 3 and 4 introduce raw simulations, already look- 
ing at current results, from a pre-operational standpoint, current 
EO-enabled services, such as those for land, climate, ocean and 
emergency management would largely benefit from improved mass- 
change data as available only from a constellation such as MAGIC 

(Massotti et al. 2022 ). Looking at the submonthly solutions and in 
particular at 7-d solutions (Figs 5 and 6 ), it is possible to find a 
similar behaviour with respect to the monthly solutions. In order to 
scale the monthly IUGG thresholds and targets to shorter retrieval 
periods, the requirements were scaled using a factor f s 

f s = 

√ 

31 

r p 
, (2) 

where r p is the retrie v al period in days. In Figs 5 and 6 , for each 
scenario, the mean curve of the cumulative RMS curves of nine 
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IUGG Threshold
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Figure 4. Cumulativ e RMS curv es for the 31-d d/o 120 product-only simulation results, compared to the IUGG threshold and target requirements. For each 
individual scenario, the mean curve of the cumulative RMS curves of two subsequent 31-d solutions is shown. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative RMS curves for the 7-d d/o 120 full-noise simulation results, compared to the IUGG threshold and target requirements. 
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ubsequent 7-d solutions is provided. All simulations are gener-
lly computed up to a maximum SH d/o of 120. Ho wever , for
he 7-d single-pair simulations, a reduced d/o of 100 was used
ecause of the reduced ground-track coverage which would not al-
ow to resolve the coefficients of larger SH degrees. It is evident
hat GRACE-type single-pair 7-d Level-2 solutions are dominated
y noise from SH degree 20 onwards, whereas MAGIC scenarios
f, for example, Bender in-line type have an SNR of one at SH
egree 70. The reduced uncertainty offered by the MAGIC con-
tellation allows for a wide use of 7-d Le vel-2 time-v ar ying g rav-
ty products even with less need of post-processing by means of
ltering. 

 S C I E N C E  A N D  A P P L I C AT I O N S  

he purpose of this section is to describe the science impact analyses
f the rele v ant mission scenarios in different fields of applications
or the mass-change data, in particular in the fields of hydrology,
r yosphere, oceanog raphy, solid Ear th, climate change and geodesy.
Sustained gravity field observations from space contribute sig-
ificantly to a number of Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) as de-
ned by the GCOS (Global Climate Observing System) programme.
mong such variables, satellite g ravimetr y is a unique measurement

echnique which can retrieve global-scale data on ECVs such as
Groundwater’ and the newly adopted ‘Terrestrial Water Storage
TWS)’ ( https://gcos.wmo.int/en/essential- climate- variables/tws ).

ore specifically, satellite g ravimetr y can provide data services
or the ECV products ‘Groundwater storage change’ and ‘TWS
nomalies’. 

.1 Hy dr ology 

ne of the most common applications of satellite g ravimetr y is
he analysis of time-series of water storage variations in hydro-
ogical units such as river basins or aquifers. These data provide
undamental information on the status of water resources, on pre-
onditions and effects of hydrological e xtremes. Moreov er, such
ata provide a valuable input for the closure of the water balance
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Figure 6. Cumulative RMS curves for the 7-d d/o 120 product-only simulation results, compared to the IUGG threshold and target requirements. 
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tow ards a comprehensi ve understanding of hydrolo gical systems 
in response to climatic, environmental and anthropogenic changes. 
In spite of the unprecedented insights into hydrological dynamics 
that are achieved with GRACE and GRACE-FO, an even more 
widespread use of mass-change data in water cycle studies and wa- 
ter resources assessments is impeded by their low resolution. For 
man y w ater management applications, for instance, the value of 
water storage information tends to increase with its higher spatial 
resolution and, thus, a better match with the size of the water man- 
agement units of interest, such as catchments or aquifers can be 
reached. 

To assess the benefit of MAGIC, 7-d simulation outputs of the 
scenarios 3d H, 5d Ma and 5d Mb (listed in Appendix A ), were 
compared to the results for a GRACE-like single-pair mission. 
Basin-average time-series of EWH for 52 weeks were derived for 
405 indi vidual ri ver basins defined b y the Global Runof f Data Cen- 
ter (GRDC 2020 ), representing the largest river basins worldwide. 
The temporal root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the ref- 
erence signal (ESA ESM HI from Dobslaw et al. 2015 ) and the 
simulation time-series was computed for each river basin to assess 
the accuracy of the simulation results. Following the MRD target 
and threshold values for envisaged uncertainties at specific spatial 
resolutions (Haagmans & Tsaoussi 2020 ), that is, 400 and 260 km 

for the monthly timescale in the thematic field of hydrology, the 
SH expansions were truncated at the degree corresponding to the 
desired spatial resolution, that is, N = 50 for 400 km and N = 77 for 
260 km. The corresponding threshold uncertainties were derived 
from the monthl y v alues b y error propagation following eq. ( 2 ). 
This resulted in thresholds of 1.05 cm EWH for 400 km and 10.1 cm 

EWH for 260 km. In correspondence with chapter 4 , unfiltered so- 
lutions are used to avoid the conclusions to depend on the choice 
of a specific filter. Ho wever , it should be noted that uncertainties of 
post-processed gravity field models to be later used for hydrological 
applications will be much smaller. 

Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of RMSD values for all 
405 river basins for the (a) GRACE-like mission and the MAGIC 

scenarios (b) 3d H, (c) 5d MA and (d) 5d Mb. The improvement 
achie ved b y the MAGIC constellation is strongl y visible. While 
the GRACE-like mission has maximum differences of more than 
70 cm EWH for indi vidual ri ver basins and a global area-weighted 
mean of 10 cm EWH, the MAGIC scenarios have maximum val- 
ues in the range of 4–6 cm with area-weighted means of below 

2 cm. Fur ther more, the different error characteristics of the orbit 
constellations become evident. The 5d Ma (i.e. a lower inclination 
of the inclined pair compared to 3d H) and the 5d Mb (i.e. a lower 
inclination of the polar pair) scenarios appear fav ourab le for appli- 
cations in continental hydrology in lower to mid-latitudes, as they 
show smaller residual on large parts of the continents, while the 
3d H scenario performs fav ourab ly in higher latitudes and polar 
regions. 

A summary of the basin-average RMSD values is presented in 
the scatter plot in Fig. 8 (top), in which the RMSD for each of 
the 405 river basins is plotted against the basin size. Horizontal 
lines represent the MRD threshold uncertainty (1.05 cm EWH for 
400 km resolution) and two additional thresholds (2.5 and 3.5 cm 

EWH). The vertical blue line represents the size of a spherical cap 
with 400 km diameter (about 125 600 km 

2 ) to roughly indicate the 
size of a river basin at this spatial resolution. It should be noted 
that this is only a rough approximation as river basins may largely 
deviate from a spherical shape. Signals of river basins below this 
size are difficult to isolate from the surroundings. It can be seen that 
the uncertainty requirement of the MRD can hardly be fulfilled by 
the unfiltered 7-d solutions for any of the river basins, including the 
largest ones. Ho wever , this is not surprising as the MRD thresholds 
were introduced for post-processed solutions. Nevertheless, also this 
scatter plot again stresses the strong improvement of MAGIC over a 
single-pair mission. Fig. 8 (bottom) shows the ratio of the RMSD of 
the latter compared to the MAGIC 3d H scenario, with ratios larger 
than 20 especially for very small river basins. For basins around 
an extent of 400 km, that is, degree N = 50, the improvement by 
MAGIC is between 5 to 15 times. Only for very large river basins, in 
which the additional smoothing imposed by calculating the basin- 
average reduces most of the noise in both GRACE-like and MAGIC 

scenarios, the ratio gets smaller. 
For higher spatial resolutions than 260 km (i.e. truncation at 

degree N = 77), the threshold uncertainties provided in the MRD 

appear to be more relaxed, as they can be reached by all the MAGIC 

scenarios for most river basins (not shown). The only exceptions are 
basins with an area smaller than the one corresponding to a spheri- 
cal cap of 260 km diameter, which are likely below the achievable 
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Figure 7. Temporal RMSD of basin-average water storage variations for 7-d simulation output (a: GRACE-like scenario, b: MAGIC 3d H, c: MAGIC 5d Ma 
and d: MAGIC 5d Mb) relative to the ESM HIS reference signal, truncated at degree N = 50 (i.e. 400 km spatial resolution) for 405 GRDC basins. 
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patial scale. A summary of the statistics for both spatial resolutions
400 and 260 km) is provided in Table 1 . The threshold accuracy
urrentl y gi ven in the MRD for hydrolo gical applications at a com-
arati vel y high spatial resolution (10.1 cm EWH at N = 77) can
e fulfilled by MAGIC 3d H (and similarly by 5d Ma and 5d Mb)
or more than 90 per cent of the 405 major river basins worldwide
hen considering unfiltered solutions. Even higher accuracies that
ay be required for several hydrological applications can be met in
 large number of basins (Table 1 , right columns). In contrast, the
urrent MRD at the lower spatial resolution of 400 km cannot be
et by MAGIC for any riv er basin. Howev er, relaxing this threshold

o 2.5 or 3.5 cm EWH, which can be expected to be still acceptable
or many hydrological applications, will allow for resolving TWS
ariations in 67 and 90 per cent of the investigated river basins, re-
pecti vel y ( cf . Table 1 ). With a GRACE-like mission this would not
e possible, as even for these more relaxed numbers the RMSD for
lmost none of the basins stays below the thresholds. Fur ther more,
ccurac y e xpectations for post-processed gravity field solutions are
uch higher, therefore the numbers listed above should be regarded

s a relative performance improvement and not as the final un-
ertainties achie v ab le with a doub le-pair mission for hydrological
pplications. 

.2 Cryosphere 

he launch of GRACE in 2002 provided a breakthrough in our un-
erstanding of the glaciated regions. For the first time, mass changes
f the ice sheets and glaciers could be measured directly, which re-
ealed an imbalance of both ice sheets and all other major glacier
ystems (e.g. IMBIE 2020 , 2018 ; Cirac ̀ı et al. 2020 ; Wouters et al.
019 ) and provide an invaluable data set for calibration and vali-
ation of ice sheet models (e.g. Fettweis al. 2020 ; Schlegel et al.
016 ). Despite the major advances, there remains a strong demand
or future improvements, to allow attribution of mass signals to indi-
idual glaciers and drainage systems, reduce signal contamination
 y hydrolo gical and oceano graphic mass v ariations, and improve
he resolution and accuracy of data combination approaches (e.g.
ith altimetry, GNSS and other complimentary data, Pail et al.
015 ). A future mission should therefore not only continue the
urrent time-series, especially relevant for the ice sheets where an
nterplay of short and multidecadal to centennial timescales is at
lay, but also provide an increased spatial resolution at increased
ccuracy. Although the GRA CE/GRA CE-FO missions provide us
ith a clear picture of the current imbalance of the ice sheets as
hole and their major subregions, many of the relevant processes

ausing this imbalance have spatial scales which remain unresolved
n the current space-borne gravimetric observations. On Greenland
GrIS), mass loss occurs predominantly around the margins of the
ce sheets. In this ablation zone, runoff of summer melt water ex-
eeds snow accumulation, which is counteracted by a net mass
ain in the interior accumulation zone. The dominant processes in
hese two zones are very different from a physical point of view
No ël et al. 2019 ). In Antarctica (AIS), the limited spatial reso-
ution precludes us to properly separate the mass changes on the
astern and western sides of the warming Antarctic Peninsula, and
f individual glacier systems in the rapidly changing Amundsen Sea
mbayment. 
Here, we assess the performance in mass-change applications

elated to the cryosphere of different mission configurations, that is,
he one single GRACE-type pair scenario, and three Bender double-
air scenario with varying altitudes and inclinations of the polar
nd inclined pair (3d H, 5d Ma and 5d Mb). We focus on the ice
heets of GrIS and AIS, which were each subdivided into smaller
egions, based on ice prominence, flow direction of the ice, and
limatological settings. For AIS, the basin definition of Zwally et al.
 2012 ), was used, dividing the ice sheet into 27 regions. For GrIS, six
egions were defined based on Sasgen et al. ( 2012 ). In GrIS, these
egions were further subdivided into the ablation and accumulation
one (approximated using the 2000-m ele v ation contour), yielding
8 regions in total. In AIS, surface melt contributes minimally to
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Figure 8. Top: scatter plot of RMSD of basin averages of water storage 
variations for 405 GRDC river basins truncated at N = 50 plotted against 
basin size. Blue horizontal lines indicate different uncertainty thresholds 
of 1.05 cm (i.e. the MRD threshold requirement), 2.5 and 3.5 cm EWH. 
The vertical blue line represents the area of a spherical cap with 400 km 

diameter. Bottom: ratio of the RMSD of a GRACE-like constellation versus 
the RMSD of MAGIC 3d H constellation for each river basin. 
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mass changes, hence, a similar subdi vision of the regions w as not 
made for this ice sheet. 

To retrieve the mass variations of the ice sheets and their 
(sub)regions, two approaches were used. First of all, the method 
of Wouters et al. ( 2008 ), in which the SH are transformed to surface 
mass loading anomalies. Subsequently, modelled mass anomalies 
in the (sub)regions are adjusted iterati vel y, until convergence is 
reached with the input mass anomalies from the simulation. Sec- 
ondly, the mascon approach of Ran et al. ( 2018 ) synthesizes gravity 
disturbances at pre-defined points positioned at a specific satel- 
lite altitude, which are then converted into localized mass anoma- 
lies through a linear functional model which uses the variance–
covariance matrix in its weighting. Since both methods yielded 
comparable results, it was decided to proceed with the method of 
Wouters et al. ( 2008 ) for computational efficiency. 
To assess the performance of the different mission configura- 
tions, the time-series of mass variations retrieved from the simu- 
lations were compared to the truth signal, retrieved from the HIS 

model from Dobslaw et al. ( 2015 , i.e. without the noise component, 
provided up to degree/order 180). Time-series for all basins were 
plotted for a qualitative assessment. For a quantitative analysis, the 
root-mean-square error was computed based on the difference be- 
tween the simulated and truth time-series and compared to the rele- 
vant threshold and target user requirements in the MRD (Haagmans 
& Tsaoussi 2020 ). As for the hydrology case study (Section 5.1 ), the 
weekly, unfiltered SH expansions were truncated at the appropriate 
degrees N and the monthly threshold (5.5 and 50 cm EWH at 250 
and 150 km, respecti vel y) and target uncertainties (0.55 and 5 cm 

EWH at 250 and 150 km, respecti vel y) were scaled using eq. ( 2 ). 
This results in threshold(/target) values of 11.6(/1.2) cm EWH at 
250 km resolution ( N = 80), and 105(/10.5) cm at 150 km resolu- 
tion. For the latter, we use the maximum provided degree of N = 120 
for the MAGIC-scenarios and N = 100 for the single GRACE-type 
pair scenario. 

Figs 9 and 10 , and Table 2 summarize the performance of the four 
configurations with respect to the threshold and target criteria for a 
spatial resolution of 250 km, at monthly timescales. Most notable is 
the improved performance of the Bender constellations with respect 
to a single-pair mission in the lower latitude basins of the two ice 
sheets, a consequence of the addition of the inclined pair. For con- 
figuration 5d Mb, the threshold is met for 40 out of the 45 basins. As 
can be seen in Fig. 10 , basins not passing the threshold for this con- 
figuration generally have areas smaller than approximately 62 500 
(250 × 250) km 

2 . On GrIS, the threshold is met for all basins, except 
for the accumulation zone of the nor ther nmost region 1, where the 
RMSD is just 1 mm above the threshold. In AIS, the basins exceed- 
ing the threshold are all located on the Peninsula (basins 24–27). 
For the 5d Ma and 3d H configurations, the threshold is exceeded 
for larger basins, at approximately 200 000 km 

2 . The 3d H config- 
uration performs slightly better than 5d Ma, with basins 32 and 29 
passing the criterion, respecti vel y. Still, both outperform a single- 
pair GRACE-like configuration (20 basins), although both these 
configurations result in an increased RMSD in the lower ele v ation 
zones of the nor ther nmost basins of GrIS (1, 2 and 6), compared to 
the single-pair results (Fig. 9 ). This is a consequence of an artifact 
at the transition zone between the two pairs for the constellation 
cases caused by non-optimal gravity field recovery processing, and 
is a subject of future investigations. The effect is related to the fact 
that in the transition zone, going from lower to higher latitudes, 
the data density at ±70 ◦ latitude is changing abruptly from a dense 
ground-track sampling of the constellation to a lower ground-track 
sampling of the polar pair. Together with different noise assumptions 
for the polar and the inclined pair, this can cause numerical issues 
in the transition zone. Strategies and alternati ve relati ve weighting 
schemes are currently investigated to solve this issue (Pail et al. 
2022 ). When considering the target criterion, very few basins pass, 
none of them located on GrIS. Again, the 5d Mb configuration 
performs best, but even there only 5 out of 45 basins meet the 
requirements. 

When considering a higher spatial resolution of ∼150 km (max- 
imum degree/order 120), the RMSD increases for all basins for the 
5d Ma constellation, indicating that the higher coefficients carry 
little signal information. For the 5d Mb and 3d H scenarios, a re- 
duction of up to 40 per cent RMSD is observed in several basins (AIS 

basins 1, 3, 8, 9, 17, 24, 25 and 26, and the GrIS lower ele v ation basin
6). When considering the bulk basin statistics, similar conclusions 
hold as for the 250 km resolution. Again, the 5d Mb configuration 
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Table 1. Number of river basins for which the RMSD values of water storage variations are below given thresholds for two 
different spatial resolutions (400 and 260 km), each for the GRACE-like and the MAGIC 3d H scenarios, relative to the ESA 

ESM reference. 

400 km, N = 50 260 km, N = 77 
Threshold No. of basins No. of basins Threshold No. of basins No. of basins 
[cm EWH] 3d H GRACE [cm EWH] 3d H GRACE 

3.5 90% (366/405) 2.5% (10/405) 10.1 91% (370/405) 2.5% (10/405) 
2.5 67% (270/405) 0.5% (2/405) 6.1 67% (273/405) 0.5% (2/405) 
1.05 0% (0/405) 0% (0/405) 2.5 17% (69/405) 0% (0/405) 

Figure 9. Temporal RMSD of 7-d simulation output for the four considered constellations and reference solution truncated at degree N = 80 (i.e. 250 km 

spatial resolution) for GrIS (top) and AIS (bottom) basins. In the hatched areas, the RMSD exceeds the threshold value. 
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erforms best, with all 45 basins meeting the (comparati vel y less
tringent) threshold criterion of 50 cm RMSD. Configuration 3d H
erforms almost equally well (44 basins), although it should be
oted that the RMSD for most basins lies above that of 5d Mb.
he 5d Ma and the single-pair , GRA CE-like configurations sho w a
omparable performance, in terms of number of basins passing the
riterion. Compared to the 250 km results discussed earlier, more of
he basins also meet the target criterion, with 5d Mb configuration
gain outperforming the other constellations. 

To illustrate how each of the mission scenarios may improve
ur understanding of the mass balance of the GrIS and Antarctic
ce Sheet, we show time-series of mass anomalies in the lower
le v ation zone of GrIS basin 5 and the nor ther n par t of the AIS
eninsula (basins 25 and 26) in Fig. 11 . In the single-pair , GRA CE-
ike scenario, the typical mass-loss signal following summer melt is
bscured by noise. In the Bender configurations, the HIS truth signal
s accurately tracked by the simulations, with an RMSD reduction of
p to 99 per cent for the 5d Mb scenario. Irrespective of the chosen
onfiguration, resolving mass redistribution in basins 25 and 26
n the Nor ther n Antarctic Peninsula remains a challenge. These
longated geographical features have a typical width in the range of
0–100 km, well below the targeted resolution of a future mission.
hen retrieving mass changes, this will cause signal leakage from
 c  
ne basin to the other, thereby increasing the RMSD. However, when
ombining the two basins, this leakage error cancels out and the
MSD drops to an order of magnitude lower than what is currently
chie v able with a single-pair mission. 

.3 Oceanography 

cean bottom pressure is an unusual and uniquely valuable pa-
ameter for monitoring ocean dynamics, because it is so strongly
ontrolled by the ocean bottom topography that it filters out many
f the small-scale dynamics (the ocean mesoscale) which domi-
ate sea level variability and most other quantities (Hughes et al.
018 ). This results in a mix of different behaviours: some abyssal
lain regions, especially near energetically eddying regions, are
till dominated by the mesoscale. Others show coherent variability
ver the entire basin (enclosed by a depth contour). Above about
000 m depth, the ocean side w alls show highl y coherent v ariability
often over tens of thousands of kilometres) along depth contours,
ut significant structure across contours, ef fecti vel y integrating the
cean circulation, and providing an efficient means to monitor the
limatically important meridional overturning circulation (MOC,
ughes et al. 2018 ). A secondary result of this strong dynamical

ontrol is that bottom pressure signals tend to be small compared
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Figure 10. Top: RMS difference for each of the GrIS (dots) and AIS (triangles) basins as a function of their area, for all four configurations. Only coefficients 
up to degree/order 80 were used, corresponding to a spatial resolution of approximately 250 km. The dotted and dashed–dotted line indicate the (scaled) target 
and threshold RMS criteria at monthly timescales, respectively. Bottom: as the top figure, but for coefficients up to degree/order 120. 

Table 2. Number of basins of the GrIS and AIS ice sheet for which the monthly threshold and 
target criteria are met for the four different configurations, using coefficients up to degree/order 
80 and 120, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 250 and ∼150 km, respecti vel y. 

250 km ( N = 80) ∼150 km ( N = 120) 

Configuration 
Threshold 

(11.6 cm EWH) 
Target (1.2 cm 

EWH) 
Threshold 

(105.0 cm EWH) 
Target (10.5 cm 

EWH) 

GrIS AIS GrIS AIS GrIS AIS GrIS AIS 
GRACE-like 5 /18 15 /27 0 /18 2 /27 17 /18 24 /27 5/18 14 /27 
5d Mb 17 /18 23 /27 0 /18 5 /27 18 /18 27 /27 15 /18 22 /27 
5d Ma 10 /18 19 /27 0 /18 3 /27 18 /18 24 /27 4/18 15 /27 
3d H 11 /18 21 /27 0 /18 3 /27 17 /18 27 /27 8/18 17 /27 
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Figure 11. Mass variations in the low-ele v ation zone of GrIS basin 5 (left) and Nor ther n Antarctic Peninsula (basins 24 and 25; right) simulated by the HIS 
model and retrieved from the four mission configurations simulations using the method of Wouters et al. (2008 ). 
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o sea level, and hence challenging to measure from space. We will
xpress bottom pressures in cm water equivalent (cm EWH, very
lose to mbar, or hPa), and use the (1/12) ◦ resolution NEMO ocean
odel described in Hughes et al. ( 2018 ) to investigate the signals. 
To illustrate the capabilities of a future mission, we choose two

arget signals representing a coherent basin and an MOC signal.
he coherent basin example is taken from the Caribbean Sea

Hughes et al. 2018 ), a mode with dominant period of 120 d,
ut significant variability at other periods (standard deviation
.56 cm EWH overall, or 1.14 cm EWH using a narrow-bandpass
lter). 
Fig. 12 (a) shows the results of this analysis, using truncation

t different SHs to illustrate the scale dependence. The analysis
ttempted to reconstruct 54 yr of weekly values from NEMO, by
onvolving (NEMO plus noise) fields with the averaging kernel
hown in Fig. 12 (b). The noise was taken from the 3d H scenario,
nd from a standard GRACE-like scenario (one year of weekly
alues, repeated each year). We also repeated the analysis with
oise divided by 

√ 

4 = 2 , which would approximate the effect of
onthly averaging if there were no high-frequency signal; with no

oise (only truncation); and with all time-series reduced to 4-week
eans. The result of truncation in the no-noise case is, as well as

dding noise from leakage, to reduce the amplitude of the detected
ignal due to smoothing of the averaging kernel. To correct for this
ffect, a least-squares fit of the time-series at each truncation on
he target ‘true’ time-series was used to derive an optimal scaling
actor at each truncation. This same factor (a function of harmonic
egree) was applied to all other cases, thus amplifying the noise as
ell as the signal. 
We see that the low-degree harmonics do a poor job, and actually

ontaminate the signal in most cases. Explained variance starts to
row only after a scenario-and-noise-dependent har monic deg ree is
eached, and peaks at about degree 25 for the GRACE-like scenario,
nd about degree 60 for Bender scenarios. The corresponding av-
raging kernels at these degrees are shown in Figs 12 (c) and (d).
here is significant leakage outside the basin at degree 25, and much
etter localization at degree 60. 

In this simulation, the GRACE-like scenario can never produce
 useful signal, but the Bender case explains 20 per cent of weekly
ariance, rising to 50 per cent for monthly values, though still short
f the 80 per cent predicted for 4-week averages should the signal
ave no higher frequency variability. The Bender case is thus a
ramatic improvement over the GRACE case. 
In both cases, ho wever , these are pessimistic estimates. It is
nown (Hughes et al. 2016 ) that, with carefully designed filter-
ng, GRACE can reproduce about 40 per cent of the signal variance
or data bandpassed around 120-d period. The low-degree problems
re probably mitigated by more careful processing design, as they
ould also be for MAGIC or, indeed, any other missions. How-

ver, the main conclusion of a large lik e-for-lik e impro vement o ver
 single-pair mission, and detection of a small-basin signal with
mplitude around 1 cm EWH, remains clear. 

A similar anal ysis w as under taken for the Nor th Atlantic MOC.
he MOC is measured in sverdrup (Sv) where 1 Sv = 10 6 m 

3 s −1 ,
nd Fig. 13 (a) shows a time-series of 54 annual-mean values of
he over tur ning at 43 ◦ N. A par ticular difficulty in this case is
he potential for incidental correlations associated with large-scale
rocesses. The dynamical signal associated with the MOC is known
o be related to pressures on a narrow strip of continental slope,
t the ocean’s western boundary, a positive MOC anomaly in the
orth Atlantic being associated with ne gativ e pressure anomalies

n shallow water, and positive pressure anomalies between about
200 and 3200 m depth (Elipot et al. 2014 ; Hughes et al. 2018 ).
o wever , pressures may be correlated over a much wider region,
erhaps due to a genuine dynamical connection, but perhaps also
s a result of signals with common forcing, or time-series with few
egrees of freedom. To be sure that we are measuring the MOC
tself, rather than other dynamics that are often associated with the

OC, we must take care to limit the signal to the continental slope
egion alone. With associated pressure signals of order 1–3 cm
WH (Hughes et al. 2018 ), this thin region makes a challenging

arget. 
The model MOC time-series (standard deviation 1.6 Sv) is dom-

nated by a rise from 1959 to 1993, and a fall thereafter. This long-
erm signal is associated with many other global changes, including
asin-average pressure changes in the Atlantic and Pacific, which
eans it can be reconstructed with large-scale averages. Accord-

ngly, w e ha v e also used an ‘interannual’ v ersion of the time-series,
n which a running decadal mean has been subtracted (blue curve
n Fig. 13 a; standard deviation 0.72 Sv) to reduce the chance of
ncidental correlations. 

Our target averaging kernels for the two time-series are shown in
igs 13 (b) and (c). These were constructed by limiting to the region
hown, and to depths shallower than 3200 m on the continental slope,
tting the MOC on the equi v alent time-series of bottom pressure at
ach gridpoint, and multiplying by the squared correlation to reduce
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(b)

(a)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. Retrie v al of the basin-averaged bottom pressure from the Caribbean Sea, simulated under the 3d H scenario and equi v alent GRACE-like mission. 
Noise is taken from the weekl y retrie v als minus the scenario ‘truth’, and signal from the NEMO ocean model. (a) The percentage of the time series variance 
explained after truncating at different SH degrees, with the noise set to zero (‘no noise’), with full-noise (‘weekly’), with the weekly noise divided by 

√ 

4 = 2 
(‘4’), and with 4-w eek a verages used throughout (‘smooth’). (b) The averaging kernel (relative gridpoint weightings per unit area). (c) The kernel after 
truncating at degree 25, and (d) at degree 60. 
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the weighting for poorly correlated regions. The result is certainly 
not the optimal method of reconstructing the MOC, but it provides 
a realistic target function with the expected spatial characteristics. 

As we are now using annual values, and only have noise estimates 
for weekly values, we divide the noise fields by 

√ 

52 to simulate the 
noise for annual means (as noted at the end of Section 3 , this scaling 
appears to be quite ef fecti ve). We also, far more speculati vel y, use a 
scaling by a factor 

√ 

520 to represent decadal means. This undoubt- 
edly omits significant systematic errors on these timescales, but is 
presented as an aspirational outcome for long-period monitoring 
(decadal changes of the MOC are the most climatically interesting). 

The difference between the fidelity of the two reconstructions 
(Figs 13 d and e) is very informative. The large percentage of vari- 
ance apparently explained by low-degree gravity fields in the long- 
term case is clearly not representing a signal limited to the conti- 
nental slope, but rather is the leakage of the larger-scale signal into 
the filtered averaging kernel. 

For the interannual case, the rise in variance explained with de- 
gree, for the no noise case, is a much more plausible description of 
how well the kernel is realized at different resolutions. In this case, 
GRACE scenarios are of limited use, but the Bender case (blue) 
reproduces 50 per cent of the time series variance at degree 60. 
While the ‘decadal noise’ case may be too optimistic, it is worth 
noting that it is roughly equivalent to seeking a signal 

√ 

10 times 
larger than the model variations (2.3 Sv rather than 0.72 Sv), and 
that this is a perfectly reasonable size for expected MOC changes 
due to climate change. 

There have already been attempts at using GRACE data to mea- 
sure MOC changes (Delman & Landerer 2022 ), with some success. 
It seems clear , ho wever , that these rely on there being auxiliary 
signals at larger length-scales than those on the continental slope 
that are known to be dynamically related to the MOC (Elipot et al. 
2014 ; Hughes et al. 2018 ). The higher resolution capability of a 
Bender configuration, providing useful extra information out to at 
least degree 60 and potentially about degree 85 for larger signals, 
is a step change of resolution with important consequences for 
ocean monitoring. It leads to the possibility of genuinely isolating 
the continental slope signal at an accuracy which is comparable 
to the best in-situ measurement systems (McCarthy et al. 2020 ), 
which are themselves only representative of single latitudes, rather 
than of the broad latitude range that is of rele v ance to climate 
change. 
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.4 Solid Earth 

e have investigated to what extent a Bender configuration (3d H)
etects the coseismic gravity signal generated by a smaller earth-
uake compared to a GRACE-type single-pair scenario. The coseis-
ically generated seismic waves are covered globally at magnitude
 5 or even M 4.5 by existing international seismic networks, that

rovide the hypocentre and fault plane, and solution of the seismic
oment. Problematic is the detection of post-seismic deformation

s well as the intermediate phases in the earthquake cycle which
ive origin to a crustal deformation and a gravity signal, but do not
enerate seismic waves detectable by standard seismic networks
Elliott et al. 2016 ; Barbot et al. 2008 ). These are signals for which
he satellite gravity acquisitions can give complementary informa-
ion to space geodetic observ ations, especiall y for faults in oceanic
reas for which surface deformation cannot be detected by interfer-
metric Synthetic Aperture Radar acquisitions or by GNSS. These
ovements are though slow, extending over decades or centuries,

nd depending on the relative velocity of the moving plates across
he fault discontinuity. Therefore, a monthly or yearly time resolu-
ion of the field can be already acceptable, if a lower magnitude can
e detected by MAGIC. For this reason, in the case of solid Earth
pplications, it is useful to consider not only the weekly spectral
rror curve of MAGIC in recovering the HIS signal, but also the
ime-averaged error curves, which are subsequently lowered with
ncreasing integration time interv al, finall y almost reaching the in-
trumental spectral noise curv e. Giv en the error degree variance at
H deg ree l for mulated for the solution time span � t 0 (original time

nterv al), v ariance σ 2 ( l , � t 0 ) and � t 1 (time interval we are scaling
o), variance σ 2 ( l , � t 1 ), the scaling law is the following: 

2 ( l, �t 1 ) = σ 2 ( l, �t 0 ) 
�t 0 
�t 1 

. (3) 

The error curves are reduced by the approximate factor 2/100 in
 ariance b y extending the sampling from one week to one year, and,
s will be sho wn later , lo wering the curves, results in reduced mini-
um earthquake magnitude sensitivity for MAGIC. The earthquake

s detectable if the signal spectrum in a given SH degree range is
arger than the power of the degree error variance of MAGIC. Since
he signal is local and not global, a spatial localization of the spec-
rum is required. We apply the spatio-spectral localization method
n the SH domain proposed by Wieczorek et al. ( 2007 ), in its im-
lementation in the SHTOOLS software (Wieczorek et al. 2018 ),
nd adopt the spherical cap as localization domain. If the localiza-
ion operation is not applied, an observable earthquake spectrum
esults to be much lower and seemingly undetectable by the mis-
ion, which is not realistic when comparing the earthquake signal
mplitude with the noise amplitude calculated on the Earth surface.

We compute the gravity field of an earthquake through the defor-
ation in a radially layered spherical Earth model including coseis-
ic and visco-elastic post-seismic deformation (software QSSP-
TATIC, Wang et al. 2017 ). The layered Earth model consists of
 purely elastic lithosphere in the first 40 km, overlying a Burgers
odel up to 120 km, then by two Maxwell bodies separated by an

nterface at 660 km. Properties from 1400 km to the Earth centre,
re assumed constant. 

The rele v ant parameters defining the earthquake source are the
ip of the fault, the rake of slip and depth of fault. We have tested a
ultitude of combinations of the fault parameters, finding that the

hrust fault maximizes the gravity signal. In the point-source ap-
roximation, for a given unit source-mechanism tensor, character-
zing the earthquake mechanism, the tensor elements scale linearly
ith the seismic moment. Therefore also the body forces which
onstitute the source term of the fault movement scale linearly with
he seismic moment. Due to the harmonicity of the gravity field,
his holds true for any derived functional and/or upward continued
eld. Therefore, the seismic moment is the controlling parameter
f the amplitude of the gravity field. This allows to calculate the
ravity field for one reference seismic moment, scaling the degree
ariances then for other seismic moments, without the need to re-
alculate the gravity field for the different fault plane solutions.
n terms of degree variances of the gravity field, they scale with
he square of the seismic moment. As seen in Fig. 14 , a magni-
ude M 8.2 earthquake is at the limit of observation of the single
olar pair after one year of data accumulation (GRACE-like sce-
ario), the thrust event being seen only up to degree N = 45, and
s well above the detection limit for the Bender double pair, up
o the maximum degree N = 65 with the much higher time reso-
ution of 1 week. This is comparable with the results of Chao &
iau ( 2012 ), who find that the earthquake signal is captured by
RA CE do wn to M 8.3, by using an empirical orthogonal function

EOF) based strategy and a step-function model over a 2-yr time
pan: 1 yr before and 1 yr after the event, which can be consis-
ently compared with the noise curves obtained with 1 yr of data
ccumulation. We also note that (de Viron et al. 2008 ) provided
 30 per cent detection for events of M 8.1 and 50 per cent for
 8.8 events in GRACE gravity solutions. Their strategy used post-

rocessed monthly solutions and an EOF-based time-series anal-
sis strategy that is expected to mitigate the effect of de-aliasing
esiduals. A direct comparison with our approach is therefore more
ifficult. 

We calculate the cumulative RMS-per-degree spectra for the sig-
al, for a number of significant simulated earthquakes, and error, in
wo selected scenarios (GRACE-like polar only and MAGIC Bender
d H). The cumulative RMS spectra at a given SH degree is repre-
entative of the signal and error RMS that can be observed in the
patial domain (i.e. by synthesizing the SH expansion on a discrete
rid of computation points). We apply the aforementioned spatio-
pectral localization in a 8 ◦ radius spherical cap, which results in a
inimum SH degree of the localized spectra of N = 27. These spec-

ra are shown in Fig. 15 , expressed in two functionals derived from
he SH coefficients of the potential: EWH, using the conversion de-
ned in eq. ( 1 ), and gravity, specifically the first radial derivative of

he disturbing potential ( T r ). The detection limits (the intersections
f signal and error spectra) are invariant with respect to the em-
loyed functional. This serves as a control of consistent operations
eing carried out on the error and signal data. Signal is computed
t a nominal ground level, equal by convention to the semimajor
xis of WGS84. Note that the effect of a ground-tied measurement,
hich would be displaced by the surface displacement and be thus

f fected b y the local g ravity g radient, is removed from the modelled
arthquakes signals reflecting the nature of a space-borne gravity
easurement. The coseismic signal for a magnitude M 8.0 is about

he limit for a weekly time resolution of MAGIC. Extending the
esolution to 1 yr, the lower magnitude of M 7.4 could be observed.
he worldwide detection of a M 7.4 and lower earthquake is done by
eismological networks as well, but the information retrieved from
ravity is the combined effect of aseismic afterslip and post-seismic
elaxation, the modelling of which allows to further define the fault
roper ties. In par ticular, the post-seismic relaxation can be predicted
tarting from the coseismic fault dislocation and making assump-
ions on the crust and mantle rheology, and therefore subtracted from
he obser ved g ravity signal to deter mine the fault afterslip. The limit
f detection for a strike-slip mechanism requires a slightly greater
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(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(c)

Figure 13. (a) Time-series of the Atlantic Over tur ning Circulation (over tur ning stream function at the depth of the maximum mean stream function) at 43 ◦ N 

(black), and after subtracting a running decadal mean (blue; the full time-series was extended with constant values at the ends to calculate this). (b) and (c) 
Weighting functions used to calculate the corresponding time-series from ocean bottom pressure. (d) and (e) Variance of the true w eighted-a verage bottom 

pressure time-series explained by simulated observations, after truncating at different SH degrees, and under dif ferent observ ation scenarios. Weekl y noise 
values were scaled by the square root of 52 (‘annual’) or 520 (‘decadal’) to approximate the noise at different timescales. 

Figure 14. The localized spectrum of an M 8.2 magnitude earthquake. The MAGIC error curves are shown for 1 week and 1 yr time resolution. The earthquake 
spectra are shown for a pure thrust, and a dipping and vertical strike-slip fault. Earthquake depth is 30 km. 
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magnitude than the M 8.0 limit for the thrust event with weekly 
sampling. In summary, to analyse the performance of MAGIC in 
detecting a gravity signal generated by an earthquake of a limit- 
ing magnitude M , we simulate the gravity signal that is generated 
by slip on a fault, given a seismic moment, to which a seismic mag- 
nitude is calculated. We define an earthquake to be observable if at 
least part of its spectral curve is above the spectral noise curve of 
the satellite mission. The seismic moment could be interpreted as 
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Figure 15. Spectral-domain comparison of the earthquake signals with retrie v al errors in two selected scenarios (GRACE-like polar only and MAGIC Bender 
3d H). Top: EWH and bottom: first radial deri v ati v e of the disturbing potential ( T r ). The spectra in both panels are e xpressed in RMS per SH de gree, cumulativ e, 
at nominal ground level ( r = a WGS 84 ). 
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ue to a coseismic signal, or due to a slow fault slip, and the gravity
ignal generated either in short time, or developing a trend dis-
ributed over time. The noise curve for a yearly time resolution has
 degree variance that is smaller by a factor of 2/100 compared to
 weekly time resolution, lowering the smallest observable seismic
oment by the factor 0.14 (square root of 2/100), which translates

nto a moment magnitude reduction of 0.57 due to the difference in
oment magnitude being 2/3 · log 10 (0.14) (Wells & Coppersmith

994 ). This is because the degree variance of the gravity signal
cales with the square of the seismic moment. Comparing single-
nd double-pair configurations with weekly solutions shows that the
ouble pair significantly lowers the detectable moment magnitude
rom M 8.8 to M 8.0, and increases the highest observable degree
p to about 60 (333 km resolution). Given a certain earthquake
agnitude, the highest observable degree is defined by the SNR
eing equal to one or higher. The highest resolvable degree of
he earthquake depends on its magnitude: fixing the requested
patial resolution of an earthquake to 333 km at weekly sam-
ling, which corresponds to degree 60, the Bender configura-
ion requires the magnitude to be M 8.0, whereas the GRACE-
ike configuration requires the magnitude to be M 9.2. Lower-
ng the time resolution to 1 yr, the Bender configuration would
etect earthquakes with magnitude M 7.4 upwards, at a spatial
esolution of 333 km (degree 60). At higher degrees for this
agnitude, the noise is expected to be larger than the earth-

uake signal. Undoubtedly, the MAGIC configuration will bring
 definitive improvement compared to the present observation
echnology. 
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Figure 16. Top: standard deviation of GRACE-like (left) and MAGIC (right) TWS amplitude change of annual cycle over 30 yr. Bottom: detectability of 
amplitude change: coloured pixels denote where projected amplitude change exceeds the magnitude of the accuracy. 
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5.5 Climate change 

Some theories suggest that climate change might lead to an ‘inten- 
sification’ of the global water cycle resulting in, for example, an 
increase in the annual amplitude of water storage change (Hunt- 
ington 2006 ), and/or that climate-induced changes in atmospheric 
circulation patterns affect the phase of annual peaks (Dunning et al. 
2018 ). Jensen et al. ( 2020 ) investigated the detectability of net TWS 

changes in the annual water cycle using satellite g ravimetr y. A satel- 
lite mission able to observe and quantify these changes would be 
beneficial in two ways: (i) satellite gravity could be used as tool 
to proof (or falsify) the postulate of an intensification of the wa- 
ter cycle in different regions of the world, and (2) the data could 
serve to validate whether climate models correctly simulate such 
changes. Jensen et al. ( 2020 ) computed projected changes in am- 
plitude (fig. 7 a of Jensen et al. 2020 ) and phase (fig. 8 a of Jensen 
et al. 2020 ) derived from an ensemble of global climate models 
taking part in the CMIP6 model intercomparison project (Eyring 
et al. 2016 ). 

To analyse the detectability of these projected changes of the 
annual cycle by current or future satellite g ravimetr y missions, they 
were compared to the achie v able accuracies of these quantities from 

the GRACE-like and the MAGIC 3d H simulation output following 
the methodology used in Jensen et al. ( 2020 ). To this end, the grid- 
wise RMSD values of the simulated 7-d temporal residuals were 
error propagated to derive standard deviations of amplitude/phase 
change after 30 yr. For the amplitude change, these standard de- 
viations are shown in Fig. 16 (top) for the GRACE-like (left) and 
for the MAGIC (right) scenarios. Here, VADER filtered solutions 
(Horvath et al. 2018 ) are used applying a relati vel y weak filter ( α = 

10), as the unfiltered simulation output that was used in the above 
chapters is not suitable for the detection of these small changes. 
The projected amplitude changes (from Jensen et al. 2020 ) are now 

challenged against these uncertainties and coloured pixels in Fig. 16 
(bottom) denote regions where the projected amplitude change ex- 
ceeds the magnitude of the uncertainty. While, according to the 
simulations at hand, a GRACE-like scenario can only detect the 
anticipated amplitude changes in 36 per cent of the land area after 
30 yr of observation, MAGIC-like scenario would be able to iden- 
tify such changes in 64 per cent of the land area. Regarding changes 
in the annual phase, a detectability of a 30-yr phase change from 

the single-pair scenario can be identified in 30 per cent of the land 
area and a significant increase of this portion (56 per cent of land 
area) for the MAGIC scenario. 

6  C O N C LU S I O N S  A N D  

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S  

The investigations presented in this paper have demonstrated the su- 
perior performance of Bender double-pair in-line mission concepts 
over other potential constellation architectures, such as single-pair 
inline, SSO, or pendulum. As for all gravity missions, the altitude 
remains the main performance driver. In case of MAGIC, a low 

altitude together with a high-performance instrumentation of the in- 
clined pair was shown to be crucial in satisfying the user needs. The 
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omparison of the cumulative errors with the IUGG user require-
ents once again confirmed that to meet threshold requirements

nd approach target requirements, a Bender double-pair mission is
equired. The reduced uncertainty offered by the MAGIC constel-
ation allows for a wide use of 7-d Le vel-2 time-v ar ying g ravity
roducts even with less need of post-processing by means of filter-
ng. 

An intercomparison of MAGIC and GRACE-type scenarios was
erformed by means of Level-2 synthetic products, consistent with
he approach on answering user requirements and forward-looking
o a future mass-change product with less need of post-processing.
he analyses of MAGIC scenarios for different application areas in

he field of geosciences confirmed that the double-pair configuration
ill significantly enlarge the number of observable mass-change
henomena by resolving smaller spatial scales with sufficient accu-
acy. In this way, also hitherto indiscernible Earth system processes
an be unravelled and quantified with the MAGIC constellation. 

For hydrological applications, the MAGIC constellation will pro-
ide a significant added value because the number of hydrological
nits such as river basins or aquifers that can be analysed for water
torage variations with certain accuracy requirements will markedly
ncrease compared to a GRACE-like mission. For unfiltered solu-
ions, the threshold accuracy of 10.1 cm EWH given in the current

RD at high spatial resolution (260 km) can be fulfilled by the
nalysed double-pair scenarios for more than 90 per cent of the
iver basins worldwide, whereas at the lower spatial resolution of
00 km, the MRD threshold accuracy may need to be relaxed to 2.5
r 3.5 cm EWH to resolve TWS variations in 67 and 90 per cent of
he investigated river basins, respecti vel y. 

The proposed MAGIC double-pair configurations will signifi-
antly improve our ability to monitor mass displacements on the
ce sheets compared to what is currently possible. For example, our
esults show that it should become feasible to separate mass-change
ignals in the interior of GrIS from those in the coastal zones, and
esolve small-scale mass variations in challenging regions such as
he AIS Peninsula. The 5d Mb configuration shows the best per-
ormance for the cryosphere applications e v aluated here, with the
argest number of regions of GrIS and AIS passing the threshold
nd target criteria of the current MRD. 

For oceanography, the obtained results also confirmed that the
AGIC double-pair configurations produce a great improvement in

cean bottom pressure determination over a single pair GRACE-like
onfiguration. By extending to SH degrees that permit clear physical
nterpretation up to between degree 50 and about 80, depending
n the signal, there is the potential to monitor MOC changes on
imescales of years and decades. For the Caribbean Sea example
nalysed here, it is shown that hitherto barely detectable signals
f about 1 cm EWH RMS variability become detectable and with
ptimization of methods, the MAGIC configuration is expected to
e able to explain 80–90 per cent of its variance. 

Comparing weekly solutions for single- and double-pair config-
rations, it was shown that MAGIC will significantly lower the
etectable earthquake moment magnitude from M 8.8 to M 8.0,
nd increase the highest observable degree up to about 60 (333 km
esolution). Lowering the time resolution to 1 yr, the Bender con-
tellation would be able to detect earthquakes with magnitude M 7.4
pwards, at the same spatial resolution of 333 km. 

Under the climate change thematic field, a GRACE-like mission
an only detect the anticipated amplitude changes in 36 per cent of
he land area after 30 yr of obser vation. MAGIC tur ned out be able
o identify such changes in 64 per cent of the land area. For changes
n the annual phase, a detectability of a 30-yr phase change from the
ingle-pair scenario can be again identified in only 30 per cent of
he land area, while MAGIC enables a detectability over 56 per cent
f land area. 

These promising results in various applications fields demon-
trate, that MAGIC will have great potential to lift mass transport
onitoring from space to a next level. As already mentioned in In-

roduction, one of the main goals of MAGIC will be to provide also
hor t-ter m (fast-track) products with short latency for operational
ervice applications, such as drought and flood monitoring and pre-
iction, and water management. The expected impact of MAGIC
n this domain is currently being investigated and quantified, and
elated impact studies will be part of future work. 
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Orbits sets for inclined (IP or P2) and polar (PP or P1) pairs. The ID 

shows the number of subcycle days for which the set is optimized 
and an additional information about the altitudes: (M)id, (H)igh. 
Table A1. Orbit design parameters of constellation sets including inclined (IP or P

ID 

IP Alt. 
[km] IP Inc. [ ◦] 

PP Alt. 
[km] PP Inc. [ ◦] hl IP [-] hl P

3d M 409 70 440 89 1.368 1.3
3d H 432 70 463 89 1.451 1.4
5d Ma 396 65 434 89 1.397 1.3
5d Mb 397 70 425 87 1.168 1.1
5d H 465 75 488 89 1.185 1.1
7d M 389 70 417 87 1.238 1.2
7d H 432 70 463 89 1.218 1.2
SSO for 3d H 477 97 463 89 1.454 1.4
SSO for 7d H 477 97 463 89 1.201 1.2
5d LL 344 70 376 89 1.423 1.4
5d LH 344 71.5 492 89 1.169 1.1
U3d5d H 432 70 492 89 1.451 (3d) 1.172
U5d H 460 70 492 89 1.061 (5d) 1.172
U3d H 402 65 463 89 1.382 1.4

C © The Author(s) 2024. Published by Oxford University P
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Common
permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in
Note that the semimajor axis is reduced by 6378 km for highlighting 
differences in altitude. The other columns provide information about 
the homogeneity, longitude shift and sub-cycles of the ground-track 
patterns; more details are described in Massotti et al. ( 2021 ) and 
Haagmans & Tsaoussi ( 2020 ). 
2) and polar (PP or P1) pairs. 

P [-] Lon. shift IP [ ◦] Lon. shift PP [ ◦] Subcycles [d] 

83 2.308 2.384 2, 3, 8, 11, 30 
49 −3.076 −3.067 3, 7, 31 
83 −1.499 −1.458 2, 3, 5, 13, 18, 31 
67 0.736 0.733 2, 5, 27, 32 
90 0.762 0.781 4, 5, 29 
53 0.743 0.786 2, 7, 30 
26 0.672 0.692 3, 7, 31 
49 −3.097 −3.067 3, 7, 31 
26 0.622 0.692 3, 7, 31 
10 −1.671 −1.628 1, 2, 5, 12, 29 
72 −0.732 −0.790 5, (32-31) 
 (5d) −3.076 (3d) −0.790 (5d) IP: 3, 31; PP: 5, 31 
 (5d) −0.284 (5d) −0.790 (5d) IP: 5; PP: 5, 31 
49 2.380 −3.067 IP: 3, 29-30; PP: 3, 7, 31 

ress on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. This is an Open Access 
s Attribution License ( https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/ ), which 
 any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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